Newsletter of the West Rock Ridge Park Association

Spring 2016
(Please see page 7 for Coming Events)

From the President:
This issue of the newsletter has been a tough one to put together.
We have great joys – memories of a wonderful October celebration of the Park’s 40th anniversary (see page 9),
deep gratitude to the people who spearheaded the creation of the park, anticipation for an upcoming archaeology
presentation by Dr.Cosimo Sgarlata of WCSU (see page 8), excitement that West Rock Ridge has been identified
as an Important Bird Area (see page 10), and joy-filled wonder at the chance to see close up photos of peregrine
parents and their chicks, thanks to the captivating work of naturalist Steve Broker.
But we also have a deep sorrow – at the destruction by DEEP staff of the beloved Dream Tree that stood for close
to 100 years in what is now the Farm Brook field, off Hill Street in Hamden. The beauty and importance of this
hickory tree is hard to describe. When viewed from afar, the Dream Tree created an iconic landscape – and a
connection to past generations, who had enjoyed and preserved this tree for a century. Up close it created a perfect
setting for resting and looking out over a lovely landscape – a place for dreaming for the tree's human visitors...
a place to find life's necessities – shelter and nutritious nuts – for visiting wildlife. Indeed this gloriously healthy
hickory was not even halfway through its projected lifespan – and could have provided its bounty for another
200 years.
We live in a time when DEEP has to pay staff to create programs like “No Child Left Inside” to draw families and
young people outside. We had a beautiful field and tree that drew people, young and old, into West Rock Ridge
State Park, to enjoy the hiking trails, the views, the restorative benefits of relaxing in nature. Inexplicably, without
study, without notice, without explanation, DEEP staff destroyed the tree.
(Continued on page 2)
The Field of Dreams, and the tree that was ...

Dream Tree, continued from page 1
We are grateful for the hard work of DEEP staff, and for the fact that until now, we have for 40 years had a good
working relationship with them. We hope to continue to work well with them in the future.
We are deeply distressed by the arrogant, careless, and bad decision, which was made without any prior
information to the West Rock Ridge Advisory Council, with whom DEEP is obligated by state statute to consult,
and without any prior information to the Park Association or the general public. We are disappointed that DEEP
is, as yet, unable to acknowledge that destroying this landmark tree was a huge mistake, and unable to
acknowledge that they should try to work with the Advisory Council, the Park Association, and the public to
address the situation.
Given all the work that needs to be done in the Park with DEEP’s limited resources, the choice to use manpower
and resources to destroy beauty, to undertake actions that anger DEEP supporters, and to refuse to consult with
the Advisory Council, with whom they are required by statute to consult, and with whom they have had a good
working relationship for 40 years, is incomprehensible.
This tree is gone, but the field can continue to inspire people’s joy in open beauty; we can make an effort to begin
restoring the landscape, and we can restore people’s ability to enjoy it, to be drawn outdoors to contemplate. The
Advisory Council has voted that a new tree should be planted, with a bench where people can sit and dream, and
that the field should be returned to its longstanding prior use, open to both humans and wildlife.
The Park Association and the Advisory Council hope to work with DEEP in providing an opportunity for the
public to voice their hopes and opinions on how to begin restoring this beloved part of the park.
– Ted (Theodore B.) Lynn, WRRPA President
Please see the following links for additional information.
http://www.nhregister.com/general-news/20160210/loss-of-tree-stirs-emotions-sparks-anger-in-hamden
http://ctviewpoints.org/2016/02/15/ct-deep-did-not-spare-this-tree/
kjurgens01.wordpress.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFGeWPKwDXo

Century Trees Connect Our Kindred Spirits - Future and Past
To many, it was a destination, an icon, a symbol of beauty, a symbol of endurance across generations. In an
era when we need government action to remind us that no child should be left inside, this magnificent tree created
an inspiring landscape that drew people to the park and provided a place for people to rest, to contemplate a
beautiful view, for young and old to enjoy nature in a simple refreshing old-fashioned way, as generations before
them had.
The view of the tree in the meadow always reminded me of Robert Frost’s lovely poem, “The Tuft of
Flowers”, in which a workman, busy at his solitary task of gathering hay cut by a prior unknown worker, and
ruing the fact that “men work alone even when they work together”, unexpectedly finds a flower that his
predecessor had carefully left unshorn. As he watches a butterfly sip the flower’s nectar, he finds himself also
refreshed both by the flower’s beauty and by the knowledge that his unknown co-worker was similarly refreshed
at an earlier time. This uncut flower entirely changes his view of his work, and of the world: he is pleased, in this
“message from the dawn,” to realize that “men work together, even when they work alone.”
In the poem’s hayed field, the workman’s predecessor had spared one simple tuft of flowers, loved and left
to flourish. In our Field of Dreams, our predecessors had, for generations, preserved one majestic tree, loved and
left to flourish. Like the poem’s workman, when we saw the hickory, we felt connected to those before us who
had treasured this tree and let it stand, and who thereby let us “feel a spirit kindred to [our] own.” This pignut
hickory, a century old, and likely to live another 200 years, was for many a reminder that we are joined with
people we will never know, sharing their joy in nature’s beauty and their ethic of stewardship. The tree was a
quiet statement that we work together, with those of past generations, preserving beauty and nature not just for
our own enjoyment, but also for future generations.
–Amy Lynn
To read Robert Frost’s “The Tuft of Flowers”, go to http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/173540
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West Rock Ridge State Park Advisory Council:
Some Things Are Worth Remembering
By William L. Doheny, Jr., DDS,
founding member of the West Rock Ridge Park Association,
past president (over 30 years) of the West Rock Ridge Park Association
member of the West Rock Ridge State Park Advisory Council
Sometimes it’s useful to be reminded of the things that hum along quietly in the background, and to remember
both that they exist and why they exist.
West Rock Ridge State Park exists because ordinary citizens cared about the land and the future and stood
up for what was important: they saw that the ridge and the surrounding lands were a treasure, and they stepped
up to preserve them for the enjoyment of future generations.
To quote from Special Act 75-80: “The general assembly finds that the West Rock Ridge and surrounding
lands possess unique scenic, ecological, scientific and historical value contributing to public enjoyment,
inspiration and scientific study, that it is in the public interest that the provisions of this act be adopted to preserve
such values, to provide active and passive recreational facilities and to prevent deterioration of the natural and
traditional beauty of the area for the enjoyment of present and future generations of Connecticut citizens.”
The park began with a grassroots effort to stop development on the ridge. In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s,
the pressures on the green spaces and summit of the ridge were enormous. In 1964, the pressure to build
transmission towers began, and efforts to save the ridge were at a serious disadvantage. There were no formal
organized groups, and each town was on its own. If a tower was defeated in one town, companies would move
up the ridge to the next town, hoping to find less resistance.
People began meeting, making phone calls and building support in the mayors’ offices and the local town
councils. After a series of zoning fights to protect the ridge from development, a citizen conservation group
formed in 1968 – The West Rock Ridge Study Committee.
In 1974, ecologist Dr. Stephen Collins of Bethany, attorney Peter Cooper of Woodbridge, and I formed The
West Rock Ridge Park Association, a volunteer organization with the express purpose of creating a state park.
It’s worth noting that this is unusual. Typically, park associations arise after a park exists. With West Rock
Ridge, the park association was created before the park, and the park owes its existence to the efforts of the park
association members.
The Association helped write the legislation that created the park, delineated the park’s possible future
boundaries by creating the West Rock Ridge Conservation Area, and created the mechanism for the state to
acquire lands for the park within that conservation zone. After three annual attempts – and major efforts to
organize local citizen and official support – the bill was finally passed unanimously by the General Assembly. It
was opposed by developers, however, and vetoed by former Governor Ella Grasso. The legislature subsequently
overrode her veto unanimously and with the help of former Cheshire State Representative Richard Dice, Senator
Joseph Lieberman and former State Representative Larry DeNardis, the park finally became a reality on July 21,
1975. The park has just celebrated its 40th Anniversary – but efforts to protect the ridge began over 50 years ago.
In recognition of the fact that citizen involvement was the critical factor in this park’s creation and that the
knowledge of local citizens can be useful to decisions concerning the park, the legislation creating the park
expressly created the West Rock Ridge State Park Advisory Council, which the state is required to consult with
on matters relating to land acquisition and development and maintenance. The Council is comprised of three
representatives from each of the four towns that share the ridge (one each from the planning and zoning,
conservation and chief executive board). The Commissioner appoints two additional members at large. The chair
is the DEEP commissioner or his designee. I believe we are the only park in New England where state DEEP
is required by statute to consult with a citizens’ advisory council on actions proposed within the park.
The statute expressly provides that the Advisory Council shall advise the state commissioner of environmental
protection on matters affecting land acquisition and the development and maintenance of the park, that the original
plan for West Rock Ridge was to be developed in consultation with the Advisory Council, and that modification
of the plan requires consultation with the Advisory Council. The statute also provides that any “substantial
modification” of the plan can be approved only after a public hearing with at least two weeks published notice.
S. A. 75-80, sec. 8.
For forty years, this has worked. The Advisory Council typically meets twice a year. Its members are always
available by telephone (and in the past 20 years, by email) should anything urgent arise. Typically, we have
worked with DEEP (formerly DEP) staff to ensure that important land parcels are acquired for the park when they
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become available. We have worked with DEEP staff in considering special plans regarding the park, such as in
2005 when the decision was reached to clear some trees so paragliders could launch in the park. We have been
consulted in advance on proposed changes, for example, the plan to sow indigenous grasses in the field on
Mountain Road. Advisory Council member Steve Broker speaks frequently on wildlife issues at Council
meetings. Because Council members come from the four towns, as a whole the Council is familiar with all
sections of the park and can provide useful information and advice to DEEP. We have advocated for the park and
for DEEP with legislators. It has been a good working relationship.
From the outset, the plan for West Rock Ridge State Park has been low-key: This was intended to be a passive
-use park, and with park staff stretched thin, things have hummed along in a low-key way. Hiking trails are
maintained (with significant volunteer help from Park Association members), certain fields are mowed (or hayed)
once a year, to provide the open field habitat required for certain species, Judges Cave and the South Overlook
are maintained; the road to the South Overlook is opened to vehicles on weekends in the summer months. It is
a park where people can wander freely and enjoy being out in nature, as they could have done 100 years ago. Over
the years, when the Park Association asks the Park Supervisor for any news for the twice-yearly newsletter, most
of the time the answer has been that there is no news. Advisory Council meetings have typically focused on land
acquisition issues and on issues relating to advocacy for park staff.
Suddenly, on February 2, 2016, that changed. Without any explanation or advance notice, Park staff decided
to change the use of a beloved meadow and to cut down a beautiful century-old landmark tree. The reasons
provided after the fact are specious – the tree had a swing on it, there was litter near it, it was thus an “attractive
nuisance”, people walking across the field might harm some as-yet-unidentified species.
How can cutting down a lone iconic 100-year-old tree located in the middle of a field be considered good
forest management or a good use of limited park staff and DEEP resources?
Since well over 100 people have publicly voiced outrage over the premature loss of this tree (which could
have lived another 200 years, providing beauty, shelter, and nuts for wildlife to feed on), certainly there are many
more who seethe in silence.
Literally generations have enjoyed this particular tree and this “field of dreams” as it is called.
Had DEEP followed its obligations under the statute and consulted in advance with the Advisory Council
about this proposed modification to the park’s management plan, DEEP would have quickly learned that cutting
the tree would outrage people who love this park, and DEEP would either have been able to make its case and
persuade the Council and the public of the necessity for this action, or to realize that its proposed plan was a bad
one. This change in management plan – destroying a beloved park feature and declaring a popular area of the park
off limits – is a “substantial modification” of the park’s management plan, and thus requires a public hearing in
one of the four towns, preceded by at least two weeks published notice.
I continue to be hopeful that DEEP staff will be able to realize that destroying the tree and declaring the field
off limits was a mistake, and that they can best fulfill their duties by working with the Advisory Council, the Park
Association, and the public to remedy the situation. At its April 7th meeting, the Advisory Council voted to
restore the field to its prior use, plant a new tree and put a bench there, so that people can continue to dream.
Specious platitudes from DEEP staff, coupled with arrogance towards the public, and arrogance toward the
statutes WILL NOT DO.
Spring, by Peter Sagnella
When this spring the buds
awaken go to where years
before you have gone—
the woodland ringing,
the blue-grey lake, the pasture.
Carry your burden
on dampening field
where they buried red maple
and quaking aspen.
Feel in limbo there
branches and bark underfoot.
Climb the greening hill
as if Calvary
knells a death, as if a cross
had been lopped and stumped.
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With Respect to the Future
by Dave Taddei
It's just a tree.
That's what someone posted in an online blog, regarding the removal of the old Hickory tree in the
northern meadow. "It's just a tree, no one was physically hurt, no terminal illness… Get over it," is how it was
phrased.
So that had me thinking, why are so many people upset with the removal of this tall, beautiful specimen?
Was it because DEEP removed it and changed the meadow’s management plan without consulting the
park’s Advisory Council, as required by statute?
Was it because this tree was so beautifully, perfectly situated, in the middle of a meadow, with a lake in
the foreground, and a mountain ridge behind it?
Was it because it sat in the path of the popular red trail, beckoning with a red blaze, welcoming with a
swing, saying, “Come see me, and enjoy my shade and grandeur”?
Was it because, horticulturally speaking, this tree was so beautifully proportioned and so structurally
sound that it could have been displayed on the cover of any arboriculture book ever published?
These are just a few of the reasons I thought of when asked the question, "why is this such a big deal"?
Unfortunately, there are many more reasons why so many people are upset with its removal. Especially
when considering the ineffective reasons given by DEEP after it was destroyed.
We can all list and shout many reasons why this has been so disturbing and wasteful, and unfortunately,
nothing will bring this tree back.
However, hopefully our listing and shouting will send a message to DEEP that a mistake was made, and
that their actions were incredibly disturbing to a great number of people. As a local landscaper and arborist,
I'm estimating that I received over three dozen comments regarding the hickory, both from local residents who
were personally distraught by the loss of a favorite park location, and from professional arborist colleagues
who could not fathom why such a beautiful specimen in such an iconic setting would be cut down.
Hopefully DEEP will get this message, through phone calls, letters, and letters to our political
representatives, that this, clearly, was a mistake. Nothing will bring that tree back, but replacing it will be the
beginning of correcting this careless choice.
Someone, a long time ago, felt that this tree was worthy of remaining in this beautiful meadow,
unharmed, carefully haying and working the meadow and enjoying its beauty. Future generations of park users
deserve the same from us.
[Ed. Note: Dave Taddei is a landscaper, arborist, and a member of CNLA (Ct Nursery and Landscape
Assoc), CTPA (CT. Tree Protection Assoc) and CGKA (Ct Grounds Keepers Assoc)]

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Take these numbers with you when you hike (clip along line) - - - - - - - - - - Important Park Security Numbers.
Take these with you when you hike:
Park dispatch # 24/7 is 203-287-5658
Sleeping Giant Unit (inc. West Rock): 203-287-5658
CT Environmental Conservation Police, ENCON Dispatch at 860-424-3333 (24 hrs a day).
If you see ATV’s or other violations,
please call if the State Environmental Conservation Police 860-424-3333.
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THE FUTURE HAS SPOKEN
Advisory Council Passes Motion to Restore Site of Felled Hickory with a New Tree and Bench
By Felicity Green
It took the clear voices, and staying power, of two high school students to crystalize the reason concerned
citizens attended a West Rock Ridge State Park Advisory Council meeting on April 7th.
The general public doesn’t typically attend the twice-a-year meetings held between the Advisory Council’s
citizen members (residents of the park’s adjoining towns of Hamden, New Haven, Bethany and Woodbridge) and
its representatives from the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection.
But the two North Haven High School seniors determinedly sat through a ninety-minute director’s report at
the start of the Council’s three-hour meeting at Woodbridge Town Hall in Woodbridge, Connecticut.
In fact they, and about a dozen hikers, dog walkers and other concerned park goers, stoically stuck out CT
DEEP State Park Director Tom Tyler’s circuitous report regarding a potential future state park management plan
and a clarified Advisory Council communications format.
Advisory Council members Bill Doheny and Chuck Walters wrested the meeting back to the item at the top
of the agenda: “Discussion re: Tree removal at Farm Brook property:
And then, just as the meeting briefly opened to public comment, the high school students grabbed the chance
to ask the two questions that have occupied park goer’s hearts and minds since CT DEEP staff destroyed
WRRSP’s nearly century-old, beloved, landmark Hickory this February.
Sophia Bates, 18, asked: “What was the purpose?” Speaking in a clear voice, she called the DEEP to account:
“If it is true that this tree was removed and the meadow blocked to help wildlife - I want to see a list of that
wildlife, a paper supporting your purpose. Where are the facts?"
Sleeping Giant and West Rock Ridge State Park Supervisor Jill Scheibenpflug – who directly approved a
DEEP park maintenance worker’s February 2, 2016 removal of the tree and blockading of the meadow – said she
had no materials detailing any environmental science behind the actions but that the worker who had carried it
out had “a list of wildlife species.”
Scheibenpflug’s response occasioned derisive expressions of frustration and doubt from other members of
the visiting public.
Meanwhile, Morgan Heyle, 18, addressed the breadth of the park community’s outrage: "We're both seniors
from North Haven High School and we’re here to say cutting down the tree didn't just affect people local to
Hamden. We’re here to ask if nothing is already being done about this - what can be done?"
Toward that end, the Advisory Council passed a motion that “a suitable tree be planted to replace the tree
that was cut and that a bench (also) be put there.”
Director Tyler, attending the meeting in his capacity as non-voting Advisory Council Chairman, said CT
DEEP would consider and study that motion and respond to the public’s request for a replacement tree and
possible bench in two to six months.
In related business, the Council also passed a motion that seeks to return the former tree’s Hamden meadow
to what Advisory Council Member Ted Lynn termed the longstanding “status quo.”
That means, not only planting a new tree park goers have been clamoring for, but removing the wooden signs
CT DEEP installed soon after it used the felled Hickory’s ruined crown and broken limbs to block access to the
meadow and portions of the park’s popular Red Trail. Specifically, that “status-quo” motion would require CT
DEEP to “remove the signs telling people to stay off the field, continue past practice of mowing the field once
a year, according to the current schedule, and not enforce any prohibition against walking in the field.”
Another motion concerned a way to foster better communications between the CT DEEP and the park’s
Advisory Council. Director Tyler’s report had expressed a need for a communications format that would prevent
any “perception CT DEEP was violating the state law” that created and still protects WRRSP.
That motion states: “Until DEEP has a General Management Plan for the Sleeping Giant Unit, Council will
be informed of property management and projects and any non-standard maintenance at the Council’s regular 6month meetings -- and if there are any issues in between those meetings, DEEP will inform Council members by
email and will, if necessary, hold additional meetings.”
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COMING EVENTS – MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
Environmental Film Series, organized by WRRPA members Scott and Sonya Wulff
Films are shown in the Wallingford Library Community Room on the lower level, and usually begin at 6:30.
200 North Main St, Wallingford (203-265-6754). Interested participants are encouraged to register on the WPL
webpage, calendar of events section, for the specific event (not required) http://wallingford.lioninc.org/ All
programs are free & refreshments are offered.
4/20/16 - Polar Opposites Mark Seth Lender will present breathtaking photos & relate his experiences
of exploring the Arctic & Antarctic regions.
4/26/16 - Inhabit
Film & Discussion on the Permaculture movement, featuring
environmentally sound backyard, balcony & community gardening.
5/5/16 - DamNation
Film & Discussion on the environmental impact of dams & the current
movement to remove dams & restore ecosystems.
6/2/16 - Breath of Life
Film & Discussion on humanity's global effect on nature, and what we can
do to preserve our planet's future.
6/23/16 - Film & discussion to be announced

* Sat. April 30, 10 am: Arbor Day Hike *
Meet at Hill Street (Hamden) parking lot entrance to the park. Easy hike along the red trail and
the red/white trail, with periodic stops for Arbor Day readings. Bring a water bottle, and, if you
wish, a poem, essay, song to share.

Sat. April 30: 8th Annual Rock-to-Rock Earth Day Ride
Explore New Haven By Bicycle: Rock to Rock is New Haven's biggest Earth Day celebration. Here's how
it works: You and about a thousand of your neighbors travel between West Rock and East Rock, with celebrations
on both sides of the city. Along the way eat tasty food, hear great music, take on environmental service projects,
and explore our city's parks and neighborhoods.
All Are Welcome: Families and college students, serious riders and weekend warriors are all part of the event.
Looking for a challenge? Take the 12- mile, 20- mile, 40-mile, or metric century routes. Have a little kid in tow?
Join for part of the ride. If you are riding with someone under 18, or are under 18 yourself, read more on the
website. http://rocktorock.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donordrive.event&eventID=504
Support Our Local Environment: Your registration fees support the organizing partners who make Rock
to Rock the success that it has become: Common Ground, New Haven Urban Resources Initiative, New
Haven-Leon Sister City Project, CitySeed, Inc., and New Haven Parks Department.
When you collect pledges, you choose to support any one of 20+ great organizations, all working to create a
greener and healthier community.

* Sun. May 15, 2 pm “Upland Archaeology of West Rock Ridge”, by Dr. Cosimo Sgarlata*
Join us for a special program hosted by the Amity and Woodbridge Historical Society. There will be a brief board
meeting, and then Dr. Sgarlata’s presentation. Location: meeting room of the First Church of Christ,
55Meetinghouse Lane, Woodbridge. See article on page 8.
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** Join us on Sunday afternoon, May 15, 2016, 2 pm **
for a special program hosted by the Amity and Woodbridge Historical Society.
in the meeting room of First Church of Christ, 5 Meetinghouse Lane, Woodbridge, CT
There will be a brief board meeting,
and then Dr. Sgarlata’s will present on the Upland Archaeology of West Rock Ridge

What Goes Up, Must Come Down!
Upland Archaeology of West Rock Ridge in South-Central Connecticut
By Dr. Cosimo Sgarlata
Archaeologists often avoid landscapes where the ground surface is highly sloped, or where much of that
surface is exposed bedrock. But that means we miss sites that may exist in these unique settings.
The title of this paper, “What goes up, must come down!” reflects the importance of incorporating these
uplands into our understandings of the past.
My dissertation research at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) gave me the
opportunity to study some of the most remarkable sites in all of Connecticut -- located on the top of West Rock
Ridge-- including a prolific ambush, high quality chalcedony quarries in a state not known for these kinds of raw
material sources, as well as lookouts and seasonal campsites.
These findings also contributed to more general
understanding of pre-Columbian adaptations in
Southern New England: The diverse and intensive way
that Late Archaic (6,000 to 3,700 years ago) peoples
utilized West Rock suggests that foragers were
exploiting all of the available portions of their
landscape at this time. This intensification and
broadening of landscape utilization was probably
related to increased and stable populations whose
annual territorial ranges were shrinking.
My presentation will also discuss recent research
conducted by myself and students from Western
Connecticut State University in the West River Valley
in Woodbridge. These excavations are revealing much
new information about how climate fluctuations,
increasing population density, and technological innovation spurred cultural changes throughout the time when preColumbian peoples occupied this valley starting about 10,000 years ago.
Ed note: For more on Dr. Sgarlata’s work, see his article on the importance of West Rock’s trap rock ridges in in
Ridgelines, Spring 2011, https://westrockpark.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/ridgelines-spring-2011.pdf, and Fall
2011, https://westrockpark.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/ridgelines-fall-2011.pdf.
Dr. Sgarlata earned his PhD in Archaeology from the City University of New York (CUNY) in February of 2009. His
studies focused on analysis of lithic artifacts (stone tools), particularly in the northeastern United States, and he wrote his
dissertation on the “Upland Archaeology” of West Rock Ridge.
Immediately after graduating he joined the archaeological team at Western Connecticut State University (WCSU) ,
where he has continued to pursue his interest in Quantitative Research methods as well as GIS, teaching statistics and
performing GIS research, producing a predictive model for prehistoric archaeological resources working as an
archaeological consultant for the town of Danbury. He also has returned to the New Haven area and several WCSU
students have joined him in ongoing research at the Warner site, a very productive Late Archaic encampment securely dated
to 4,600 years before present. Research involves the examination of spatial organization of activities at the site including
resource processing, tool manufacturing, cooking, and site maintenance. Dr. Sgarlata is actively involved as the Treasurer
of the Archaeological Society of Connecticut, an organization which has promoted archaeological research and preservation
in Connecticut for over 75 years. He won the Lyent Russell award in 2009 for these contributions.
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State Celebrates Park’s 40th
Remarks by DEEP Bureau Chief Michael D. Lambert, October 3, 2016
Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this special occasion as we celebrate the 40th
anniversary of the establishment of West Rock Ridge State Park!
Part of the beauty of the park is that it has many histories: its unique geologic history, its history of indigenous
peoples, and its importance to the surrounding communities.
But marking the 40th anniversary is a special milestone. Marking the founding of an association that formed
to ensure that the land became a park is historic, and honoring the people that made those things happen at the onset
is fundamental to the park and the Friends [of CT State Parks] tradition.
Ecologist Stephen Collins once called West Rock Ridge the ‘Magic Ridge’; and he, together with his wife
Barrie, Attorney Peter Cooper and then-WRRPA-president Dr. William (Bill) Doheny, led the efforts that
successfully established West Rock Ridge State Park in 1975.
It’s hard sometimes to think of television as being inspirational or motivational – but the threat of seeing a
1,000-foot broadcast tower atop West Rock Ridge was stimulating enough to the Collins’s to begin the work to
change their world.
The founding of the park association and the state park could not have been better timed. With the Department
of Environmental Protection (then only four years old), everyone in the state was on the eve of improved air quality,
better water quality and smarter land use measures. Those improvements have yielded both a greater quantity and
diversity of flora and fauna within their special and sometimes unique ecosystems, making the park even more
attractive to a broader base of visitors. Preservation of these vast lands provides a wide array of seemingly endless
educational opportunities for so many area children the area. It’s nice to see Solar Youth students here today.
The importance of our state parks cannot be overstated. Whether it is beachgoers in the summer or leaf peepers
in the fall and paddlers and hikers all year long, people love our state parks.
Maintaining a park this vast under any circumstances is a challenge and in these days of even tighter fiscal
constraints we must thank Jill Scheibenpflug and her crew for the wonderful work they do to make the drives and
public areas so inviting.
But few of us would be right here today if it were not for the foresight -- all those years ago -- of Stephen and
Barrie Collins, Peter Cooper and Bill Doheny and the coalition they built to initiate the park association and push
for state park status. The protections they gained are part of the “magic” that makes West Rock Ridge the special
place it is for all of us today.
We are thankful for your generosity, foresight and priceless gift to our children and all future generations who
call this place home.
May we follow your example as good stewards of this special place.
[Editor’s Note: We are very grateful to DEEP Bureau Chief Mike Lambert for joining us at the 40th Anniversary celebration
and to Park Supervisor Jill Scheibenpflug for helping with the logistics.]

Bethany First Selectman Derrylyn
Gorski, State Senator Joseph Crisco,
and New Haven Mayor Toni Harp each
spoke about the park’s significance.
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Park co-founders Bill Doheny and
Barrie Collins, with WRRPA
President Ted Lynn.

Members of Solar Youth spoke
about their programs in the park,
where they learn about
environmentalism, conservation,
stewardship, and citizenship.
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West Rock Ridge Recognized as an Important Bird Area
By Stephen Broker
In January 2016, the Important Bird Area Technical Committee of Audubon Connecticut (the statewide
division of National Audubon Society) approved West Rock Ridge as an Important Bird Area (IBA) in
Connecticut. The area that was considered included West Rock Ridge State Park, Konold's Pond, High Rock, and
Regional Water Authority lakes and lands on the west side of the ridge. The boundaries of the West Rock IBA will
be agreed upon at the IBA Technical Committee meeting next fall. Corrie Folsom-O’Keefe is IBA Coordinator
for Audubon Connecticut.
The guidelines for recognition of IBAs in the U.S. are as follows: “An Important Bird Area is a site that
provides essential habitat to one or more species of Connecticut’s breeding and non-breeding birds. They are
generally discrete sites that support one or more high-priority species, large concentrations of birds, exceptional
habitat, and/or have substantial research value. Such sites may be protected or unprotected, public or private, and
any size amenable to conservation efforts. The primary goals of the IBA Program are to: (1) Identify and designate
key sites for birds; (2) Establish priorities for land managers; (3) Activate public participation in bird conservation
efforts; (4) Provide public education and outreach opportunities.
The nomination of West Rock Ridge as an IBA incorporated data from the New Haven Christmas Bird Counts
and Summer Bird Counts, an extensive published literature on scientific research at West Rock, and thirty years
of field observations on breeding and wintering birds, nesting Peregrine Falcons, and other birds of endangered,
threatened, or special concern in Connecticut. West Rock met several of the criteria for identifying IBAs.
Criterion 2. Sites important to species of continental or regional concern. The committee felt this area was
likely one of the more important places in the state for Worm-eating Warbler. Criterion 3. Sites important to
endangered, threatened, or species of special concern in Connecticut. West Rock is the site of the first cliff-nesting
Peregrine Falcons in Connecticut in some sixty years, and the first Connecticut cliff site where egg-laying,
hatching, and fledging of young took place
since the pre-DDT era. Criterion 4. Sites
where significant numbers of birds concentrate
for breeding, during migration, or in winter.
Konold’s Pond is recognized as an important
wintering area for a number of waterfowl
species. Criterion 6. Sites important for
long-term research and/or monitoring projects
that contribute substantially to ornithology,
bird conservation, and/or education. For more
than 200 years, West Rock has been an
important natural landscape for geologists,
ecologists, botanists, entomologists,
herpetologists, ornithologists, artists, and
educators.
As noted above, West Rock Ridge State
Park falls within the designated West Rock
IBA boundaries. It is hoped that recognition of
West Rock as an IBA will encourage private
and corporate landowners within the IBA
boundaries to offer similar protections as land
management and conservation decisions are
implemented.
Peregrine falcon female with 2 eggs, 5/21/15

Purple Trail Extended
By Tom Ebersold, Volunteer Trails Manager
Fall 2015 was a productive time on the trails with the highlight being a 0.5-mile extension and relocation of
the Purple Trail, a project I have long wanted to do. I put it on the fast track due to the upcoming edition of the
Connecticut Walk Book that will include all the trails at West Rock on the revised maps.
The Purple Trail cuts across West Rock at about the midpoint and is useful to create about a six-mile loop.
In 2008, I completed two important projects on the trail: an extension from Baldwin Drive to the Regicides Trail,
and I changed the eroded middle section into a series of switchbacks designed to minimize erosion. I have had
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a long-term goal of extending and relocating the Purple Trail to connect directly to the paved overlook off
Baldwin Drive where the Regicides Trail crosses and the North Summit Trail descends into Woodbridge.
This relocation accomplishes several goals: the Purple Trail has a better destination, connecting it to two trails
and an overlook; the Purple Trail now passes by a viewpoint to the east that was formerly about 200 feet off the
trail and could be missed. It also decreases the difficulty level in climbing the ridge by extending the ascent over
a longer distance. The existing Purple Trail from the starting point of the relocation will be blazed Purple-Orange.
I will do the final blazing when temperatures are warm enough to paint.
Unlike the Red Trail relocation of 2015 that consumed 90 hours of my time and another 45 hours from others,
this change was far easier because there were no invasive plants to hack through. I spent about eight hours on
the project, mostly raking the trail and pruning back overhanging limbs, and received another 12 hours total
worth of work from Gordon Daniel, Ralph Fink, and David Reik. I will need to go out there for another few hours
to do blazing and any final pruning.
I have completed additional work along the Red and Red-White Trails near Hill Street. Projects have included
hauling piles of gravel into the woods to improve the ramps by the Boy Scout bridge and beyond, and cutting
away the barbed wire near both trails, plus invasive plant species removal. I also hauled out car parts dating to
the 1940s that I found along Farm Brook Reservoir and reblazed the Gold Trail, which I had first marked in 2010.

Invasive Plant Removal Continues
By Tom Ebersold, Volunteer Trails Manager
The focus of trail work parties during the fall and winter has been continuing to attack the invasive plants
that have a negative effect on the forest. I continue to wage battle against a patch of Japanese knotweed on
Baldwin Drive, digging it out by the roots. I am pleased to see the patch continues to be smaller every time it
regrows. On her own, Kathy Carlson has been removing black swallowwort from along the Regicides Trail.
The relocation of the Red Trail along Farm Brook Reservoir offered more opportunities to cut the three major
invasives that are overrunning the area: the impossible-to-kill autumn olive shrubs, sharp-thorned multi-flora
rose shrubs, and tree-strangling Asiatic bittersweet vines. I return to the area after work on a regular basis, and
was joined by Scott Howland and Steve Johnson on a 15-degree February morning for a work party.
We also continue to address the invasive plant jungle on Teal
Trail that has smothered an area near Amryn Field in Westville.
On a January work party with a cumulative 14 hours’ worth of
work, we left a huge pile of privet. Helpers included Tara
Crocco, Gordon Daniell, Barbara Fabiani, Dennis Jakiela, Ann
Kuzic, and Dean Ryburz.
We had a productive work party in November along the Red
Trail north of Lake Wintergreen targeting the usual suspects:
multi-flora rose, autumn olive and bittersweet vines. Helpers
who donated a cumulative 18 hours included Alina Badus,
Barbara Fabiani, Dennis Franco, Steve Hull, Dennis Jakiela, Ann
Kuzia, Adam Lippman, and Craig Roberts.
I also continue my efforts to clean up the park. I swept andpicked up three buckets’ worth of trash and
broken glass by the Lake Dawson overlook and the related overlooks just to the south, relics of when Baldwin
Drive was THE place to party in Hamden. In November I had help from Dennis Franco and Ronald Zlotoff
cutting vines and winged euonymus on Baldwin Drive. We also hauled assorted junk from below the eastern
overlook, including a metal cabinet, bed springs, and metal chair frames, plus bottles, cans and broken glass.
[Editors’ note: Grateful thanks from all WRRPA members!]
NOTE: The Nov.-Dec. 2015 issue of Connecticut Wildlife (published by the state DEEP)) had an article on the
severe decline of the Whip-poor-will bird due to various factors including development and the importance of
removing invasive plant species. The article states, “Only one of the 11 locations (9%) that contained whip-poorwills also contained invasive species, while 11 of 26 locations (42%) where whip-poor-wills were not detected
contained invasive species. This is significant because invasive plants have been shown to produce fewer moths
and butterflies than native plants. Moths and butterflies are an important food source for whip-poor-wills.” The
full article may be read online at
http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/wildlife/pdf_files/outreach/connecticut_wildlife_magazine/cwnd15.pdf
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WEST ROCK RIDGE PARK ASSOCIATION
Address: 648 Mountain Road,
Hamden, CT 06514
http://westrockpark.wordpress.com
wrrparkassoc@comcast.net
Board of Directors
Stephen Broker, New Haven
Barrie Collins, Bethany
William Doheny, Hamden
Tom Ebersold, Milford
Amy H. Lynn, Hamden
Theodore B. Lynn, Hamden
Steven Massey, Bethany
Donald Menzies, Woodbridge
Joanne Sciulli, New Haven
Nancy Specht, Hamden
Charles Walters, Hamden
Executive Board & Committees
President: Theodore B. Lynn
Secretary: Nancy Specht
Treasurer: Joanne Sciulli
Membership: Amy Lynn
Program: Nancy Specht
Trails: Tom Ebersold
Newsletter: Barrie Collins and Amy Lynn

NEW MEMBERS
We warmly welcome the following new members to
the West Rock Ridge Park Association:
DeWitt Allen, Hamden
Thomas Mabry, Bethany
Kerry Triffin, Bethany
HOW TO JOIN OR RENEW
Send your name, address, phone number, and email
address, along with your dues to:
WRRPA Membership,
648 Mountain Road, Hamden, CT 06514
Annual dues: $10, Supporting: $20, Life: $150.
Make checks payable to:
West Rock Ridge Park Association
Please include your interests. We need help!:
Programs, Trail Work, Newsletter,
Legislative/Political Action, Membership.
Your membership helps improve the park!
We welcome volunteers, on any committee!
Photo Credits: 1, 12 Nancy Specht; 1, 4, 7 Katherine
Jurgens; 4 Amy Lynn; 7 Ted Lynn, 9, 10 Stephen
Broker; 11 Tom Ebersold

WEST ROCK RIDGE PARK ASSOCIATION
648 Mountain Road
Hamden, CT 06514

FIRST CLASS
MAIL

Century-old “Dream Tree”, destroyed by DEEP staff on Feb. 2, 2016
(see articles inside)
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